Bag & Tub Method

for Café Essentials

Shop Owners

New packaging
Café Essentials is excited to announce the
rollout of new packaging materials and its new
“look”. Currently packaged in 6.5# one gallon jars
and 25# bulk, the change to 3.5# metalized poly
bags and 25# bulk has been taking place during
2009. The 6.5# jars are being discontinued over
the next month or so until current supplies are
sold out.
The new bags offer several advantages including
a more compact shipping and pallet cube, a
smaller case size that uses less cardboard and a
new look that is inspired by an Italian Tuscan
villa color scheme. The color scheme is very
“coffeehouse”.
As a result, the new packaging offers a smaller
carbon footprint and is more eco-friendly all
around.
Café Essentials time is now!

Something to value
!af$ &ssen*als products in general
have a strong and dis*nct taste proﬁle
that is winning over converts daily
from the compe**on. <ur price
points are considerably lower, and our
products are more concentrated, thus
oﬀering you, the shop owner, the
addi*onal proﬁts they seek. <ur
marke*ng is top notch. Ahe support
and training is second to none, check
out our website and see our training.
If oﬀering taste proﬁles that keep your
customer coming back for more is
important to you, then now is the *me
to introduce !af$ &ssen*als to your
customers

cafeessentials.com

When will products be available in
the bags?
Products are available now.
When will products stop being available
in jars?
Short answer: When we run out of jars,
some will run out fast, others a little slower.

Question & Answers

Long answer: We will be trying to establish
a timeline for each product so you know
what is in stock in jars and what is not.
Each product may vary a little, but we will
be trying to set a final date to order certain
products. If you want or need jars, order
them now.
What is the price differential between
jars and bags?
There is no price differential. The cost per
pound and the per drink cost is exactly the
same for product purchased in jars or bags.
This makes the transition much easier as
there is no advantage or disadvantage to
purchase one versus the other.
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Why is Café Essentials making
this change?
The bags allow for a smaller case
size, less packaging weight, smaller
pallet sizes etc. It was also time for a
new “look” for this line so here it is!
What do the bags and cartons
look like?
We designed the “look” as the Italian
Tuscan villa color scheme with brown
and gold’ish tones that are so
prevalent in coffeehouses. The
symbol and scroll type give the highend appearance that matches the
product quality & taste.

Question & Answers
Do scoops come in the bags or in the cases?
No scoops will be in the bags or cases. The proper
scoop to use is outlined in the scoopology system.
If I am used to the jars, what will I pour the bags
into?
For current jar customers, you can keep the jars and
reuse them. Most customers who like the jars want to
keep using them, so reusing the jar is the perfect
solution.
What other solutions do you have to pour product
into?
Many customers already have a dispensing system. It
may be jars, tubs, clear glass containers, Tupperware
or other methods. For those customers who do not
have a system in place, or want to change to our “look”,
Café Essentials will offer a re-usable tub.
What about these tubs design?
We chose a rectangular designed tub that cost twice as
much as round because we want our customers to use
and re-use the tubs because they will be attractive,
practical, space saving versus round, easy to get your
hand into, are stackable and hold about 1 ¼ to 1 ½
3.5 pound bags.
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What about product names on the tubs?
For customers who have a dispensing system, or for
customers using our tubs we have a sheet that has the
product names on it. You cut out the name and stick in on the
Café Essentials sticker. This CE sticker is placed on the front
of the tub or container and imparts that rich Italian Tuscan
villa look and color scheme that is common in coffee shops.
Are the tubs washable?
The tubs should not be put in a dishwasher. Wipe them off to
keep them clean. The labels have a water resistant layer and
as such are "weatherproof", they can be wiped off, but cannot
be dunked under water.

Question & Answers

How do I get these tubs?
Order from your distributor.
How many can we order?
One tub is needed for each flavor. If you carry five flavors,
then five tubs!
What about scoops?
Use the new scoopology system so you know which size
scoop you need, and order one scoop per tub.
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Are there any other great selling points I
should know of?
How about this one. Café Essentials is designed to
deliver a great tasting beverage when made with
water. Most companies’ drinks taste way too
watery when made with water. Café Essentials are
designed to be made with water only. This saves
on the milk cost.

Question & Answers

If you make Café Essentials with milk, you get an
ultra-decadent taste profile. You can use water,
50/50 water and milk, non-fat milk etc to get the
profile you desire.
20% More Compact

New Packaging
1400 lbs.
cafeessentials.com

Old Packaging
1170 lbs.

Step by Step, "the Dustless Way"
How to transfer Cafe Essentials from bag to storage container in 4 easy steps.

This method of product transfer greatly reduces the amout of dust as opposed to other methods.

1

Locate tear notch located at the top-center of bag

3

Collapse the bag so it fits into the tub opening. Put opening
of bag deep into the bottom of the tub to reduce dust.

2

Position left and right hand on opposite sides of tear notch. Grip
firmly and pull in opposing directions, tearing corner from bag.

4

Pull bag upward slowly. Let product flow from bag. Do
not create an air gap and no dust will be created.
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Thank You
visit us at www.drsmoothiebrands.com

